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1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose we want to predict outcomes Yn sequentiallyfor n = 1, 2,... based on a vector of
explanatoryvariableswith outcomes Xn. Denote the sequence of predictionsby Yn, whereeach
Yn is a function of the Xt with t < n and the Yt with t < n - 1. In regressionsettings, the
differences Yn - Yn are ancillaryto the unknownparametersin the model. Although ancillary
statisticsgive no informationaboutthe parametersdirectly,the differencesare informativeabout
the predictiveaccuracyof the forecastingprocedureas a whole.
In most applications,there are multiple candidatemodels for the data since the true data
generatoris unknown. Each model yields a different sequence of predictors,and hence we
might construct a new predictorby averagingthe predictorsfrom these models at each time
point. In Bayesian model averaging (BMA), the weights used in the averagingare given by
the posteriorprobabilities(conditionalon the full data) of the models. As an alternative,one
could base the weights on the past predictiveaccuracyof the models. In this paper,we present
a "mongrel"forecastingprocedurein which the weights are obtainedby conditioningon some
of the differencesYn - Yn from the candidatemodels, not on the full data. (The term mongrel
reflects our use of a mixture of model based and empiricalcriteriawhich we describe below.)
We compare the performanceof the mongrel procedureto BMA in simulationsand show that
roughly,the mongrelprocedureoutperformsBMA in small samplesizes so long as the candidate
models are not too far from the data generator.
The example thatmotivatedour inquirywas the following. Supposedata are generatedfrom
= 1, = 0.8, y2 = 0, and
the model Yt = -yo+ yXl,t + 72X2,t + Et, t = 1,..., n, where 70yo
the Et are independentstandardnormalerrors. We do not know which X variablesare useful,
so we fit two models: a full model which estimates (70o,71,72), and a reduced model which
estimates (70, 71) only. For simplicity, assume the priors on the coefficients in the candidate
models are normalwith the correctmeans and identityvariancematrix,and assume equal prior
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weights on both models. Note that because 72 = 0, the reducedmodel generally should yield
better predictorssince both models are unbiasedfor the parametersbut the reducedmodel has
less estimationerror.
We evaluatedthe predictiveperformanceof BMA and of a naive versionof the mongrelprocedure that computesposteriorweights based on only the last n/2 differencesfrom the smaller
model. The results of this simple comparison are shown in Figure 1. We used m = 5000
sequences of length 40 and evaluatedthe mean squaredpredictionerror(MSPE)
m

MSPE =-

m

n+-

_

Yn+)2

for each time step n = 1,..., 40. The solid line in the top panel of Figure 1 is the mean squared
prediction error from BMA. Below it, the dashed line, is the mean squaredprediction error
from the naive mongrel approach(labeled "n/2"). The middle panel in Figure 1 shows that the
differencein mean squaredpredictionerror,with errorbars,is systematicallypositive and clearly
favours the mongrel approach. More importantly,this reductionin mean squaredprediction
erroroccurreddespite the fact that BMA gave higher weight to the reduced model on average
than the mongrel approach(bottompanel of Figure 1)! This counter-intuitiveresult represents
compelling evidence that the differences Yt - Yt can be more informativethan all of the data
when comparingthe predictiveperformanceof differentmodels. Unfortunately,the improvement
obtainedhere does not hold when 72 is large. Conditioningon a preselectednumberof the most
recent differencesis too coarse a strategy;the mongrel procedurewe define chooses adaptively
how many differencesto condition on and appearsto outperformBMA across a wide range of
scenarios.
Our comparisonshere are based on predictiveerror.We regardthis criterionas fundamental
because it satisfies the "prequentialprinciple"(Dawid 1984) in that it evaluatespredictorsindependentlyof their method of construction.This means that all predictors,regardlessof their
origin, compete accordingto a uniform standard,set only by the data. The criteriondoes not
favourany one methodover another.
Existing criteriathathave been used for constructingthe weights fall into one of two classes
that we call "model-based"and "empirical."Model-basedcriteriadependon an assumedprobability model. Forinstance,a likelihoodor an expectedrisk of a predictorcomputedconditionally
on the model and the data is a model-based criterion. In general, two different models will
generatedifferentvalues for the criterioneven if both models give the same sequence of predictions in the past. The weights used in BMA are model-based since posteriorprobabilitiesare
obtainedfrom the marginaldensities of the candidatemodels. Recent reviews include Raftery,
Madigan& Hoeting (1997), Clyde (1999), and Hoeting, Madigan,Raftery & Volinsky(1999).
Note thatposteriorprobabilitiesreflect the fit of the datato the model ratherthan evaluatingthe
expected accuracyof the currentprediction.
In contrast,an empiricalcriterionassesses the worthof a model strictlyon its observedpredictive performance. For instance, the worth of the predictorYk,t from model k could be the
loss L(Yk,t, Yt) evaluatedon the observedvalues only. In particular,if two models give the same
predictionsthey have the same sequence of losses and are judged equally good withoutregard
to the structureof the underlyingmodels. (Indeed, an empiricalcriteriondoes not even require
that the predictionsderive from a model; all that is requiredis that the forecastingprocedure
issues a predictionat each time point.) The paradigmaticempiricalcriterionis "leave-one-out"
cross-validation;see Mosteller & Tukey (1968). If the Yj are omitted one at a time and Yk,j
is obtained by fitting the model with the remaining data, then the loss for using model k is
Ej L(Yk,j, Yj). When L is a squarederrorloss, this gives the predictedresidualsum of squares,
or PRESS (Allen 1974). In a sequential setting, however, the PRESS criterionis artificialbecause the predictionfor a given time point should not be constructedusing data from later time
points. Dawid (1984) correctedthis by suggesting L(Yk,n,Yn), n = 1,.... the sequence of one-
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step ahead predictionlosses, as a basis for evaluatingmodels. Here, Yk,, is based only on the
data availableat time point n - 1. Subsequentwork by Dawid (1992), Sellier-Moiseiwitsch&
Dawid (1993), Skouras& Dawid (1999) establishedconsistencyandefficiency for some of these
prequentialprocedures.
8 Numberof simulations= 5000
Datageneratedwith(yo,Ti, 72)= (1,0.2, 0)
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FIGURE
1: Performance
of Bayesmodelaveraging
(BMA)anda naivemongrelprediction
approach
error(MSPE)forBMA(solidline)andthe"n/2"approach
("n/2").Toppanel:.Meansquaredprediction
- MSPE("n/2")(solidline)withstandard
errorforthe
(dashedline).Middlepanel:.MSPE(BMA)
difference(dashedline).Bottompanel:Averageweightassignedto thereducedmodel(BMA- solid

curve, "n/2" - dashedcurve).

Our mongrel procedurecombines aspects of both the model-based and the empirical approaches.We retaina probabilisticframeworkfor evaluatingthe adequacyof each model. Rather
than on full data, however,the evaluationsconditionon statisticsSn,that reflectthe past predictive performanceof the models. These evaluationsresult in weights that are functions of Sn
ratherthanof the full data. We formallydescribethe mongrelprocedurein Section 2.
Section 3 gives the formulaefor the implementationof the mongrel procedurein a normal
linearregression setting. Since we use them laterin our computationalwork, we focus on sets
Sn consisting of "predictuals,"i.e., sets of residualsthatwould arise from using the predictions

from the kth model Yt - Yk,t.
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In Section 4, we presentour computationalwork based on normallinearmodels. The mongrel proceduregives betterpredictionsthanthe Bayes proceduredoes, across a range of choices
for data generatorand model prior. Although our proceduregeneralizesto any finite numberof
models, we see thatit can be made to breakdown when some model is far enough from the data
generator.
In Section 5, we discuss the implicationsfor methodology and challenges to the concept of
model uncertaintyand model list selection thatour methodreveals.
The Appendix gives the derivationsof the formulaepresentedin Section 3.
2. MONGREL RISK
Let Y = (Yi, Y2,...) denote the sequence of randomvariablesthat is to be predicted. At each
time point n, we must issue a predictionfor the value of Yn+i. We assume that the following
informationis available:
1. A p-vector of covariatesXn+l whose elements may be relatedto Yn+l;
2. The outcomes and covariates already observed up to time point n, i.e., Y(n) =
(Y1,..., Yn) and X(n), the n x p matrixwith row i equal to Xi;
3. A list of candidatemodels M = {k: k = 1,..., K} whereineach model k describesthe
structureof the probabilisticdependenceof the outcomes on the covariatesand a vector of
unknownparametersOk;and
4. A prior density 7rk(0k) on each
(al,o0..., aK,o) on the models.

Ok

and a vector of prior probabilities a0

=

Model k is true if it contains the true distributionof Y, i.e., the data generator,and no submodel (in M) of model k containsthis distribution.
Under squarederrorloss, the Bayes predictorYk,n+l, conditionalon model k being true, is
simply the posteriormean of Yn+i undermodel k, i.e.,
Yk,n+l = Ek;Y(,)Yn+l.

(1)

Throughoutthis paperwe will use Ek;S to denote the expectationoperatorin which model k is
assumed to be true and the marginalizationoccurs over Ok and the randomnessin Y(n) that is
not partof the statisticS. Similarly,Vk;S and Ck;s will denote the correspondingvarianceand
covarianceoperators.An operatorwith only the subscriptk (e.g., Ek) will denotemarginalization
over 0k and Y(n).
Each model gives a forecast and we use these to produce a single forecast for actual use.
Thus, we can choose one of the forecasts, in effect choosing the model which producedit-the
model choice approach;or we can use a forecast obtainedby weighting the forecasts from the
models-a model averagingapproach.
For model averaging, we must assign a weight to each model. Starting with the prior
weights a0 and given the informationcontained in a (vector of) statistic(s) Sn = Sn(Y(n)),
we can apply the Bayes theorem to update aO and obtain the posterior weights a(Sn) =
(al (S n), ..., aK(Sn)), thatis, for each model k,
k,omk(Sn)

ak(Sn) =
2i=1

(2)

ai,Omi(Sn)

where mk (Sn) is the density of Sn (marginalizedover 7rkand the randomnessin Y(n) thatis not
partof Sn) undermodel k. These posteriorweights generatea class of predictors
K
Yn+l (Sn)

?k(Sn)Yk,n+l
E
k=1
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indexedby the choice of Sn. (The dependenceof Yk,n+l on Y(n) has been suppressedto simplify
the notation.) Thus, in our approach,choosing the predictorfor Yn+I is equivalentto choosing
the Sn used to computethe posteriorweights. When Sn = Y(n), these posteriorweights simply
generatethe predictorsassociatedwith a pureBayes approach,i.e., with BMA.
Our main point is that by choosing Sn to be a statistic that reflects the past empirical
performanceof the models, we often obtain more accuratepredictionsthan by always using
Sn = Y(n). Naturalquantitiesto include in Sn are the squared-errorlosses (Yt - Yk,t)2 from
previoustime points t that would have been incurredhad the predictorYk,tbeen used. As alternatives, we use the following quantities.
DEFINITION
1. The predictual arisingfrom predictingYt using the predictorYk,tas defined in
(1)is
Rk,t = Yt - Yk,t.

By conditioningon a statisticSn thatincludeslosses or predictuals,we obtainpredictorsthat
are functionsof the actualperformanceof the models ratherthan simply on datavalues. We will
focus on statisticsSn thatinclude predictualsratherthanlosses for two reasons. The conceptual
reasonis thatlosses do not distinguishbetweenthe bias andvariancecomponentsin the error,and
this informationmay be relevantto assessing the qualityof the candidatemodels. The pragmatic
reason is thatin normallinearmodels, using predictuals(or any affinefunctionsof Y(n)) lets us
easily evaluatequantitiessuch as the posteriorweights and otherswe will introducelater.
Our primarygoal is to find good choices for Sn. Observethat as t increases,the differences
Yt - Yk,t are based on ever more data. Since the variance of Yt - Yk,t decreases as t increases,

we suspect that Y1 - Yk, is less informative(i.e., a poorerindicatorof the predictiveaccuracy
of a model) than later values of Yt - Yk,t. Also, note that the informationcontent of the vector
of differences Yt - Yk,t for t = 1,..., n is equivalentto the informationcontent of the full
data set because they are mathematicallyequivalent,i.e., they generate the same a-field. So,
even though the informationgain per time step is the same, the informationper difference is
higher for differencesthat appearlater and the informationin a set of statisticsincreases as the
set shifts forwardin time. For instance, the informationin Yt - Yk,t with t = n is higher on
averagethanthe informationin any otherdifferencewith t < n. Therefore,we will only consider
collections of predictualsfor which the inclusionof a predictualfrom time point t means that all
laterpredictualsare also included. The special case of using all of the predictualsfrom past time
points for any model is equivalentto using the Bayes proceduresince the ar-fieldgeneratedby
all predictualsequals the a-field generatedby the data.
Indeed, any set of n linearlyindependentpredictualswill replicatethe effect of conditioning
on the whole dataset. As an empiricalfact, computationsnot describedhere show thatconditioning on a set of predictualsof dimensionmuchless thanthe samplesize n can reproducethe effect
of conditioningon the whole data set. For instance,in the simulationframeworkconsideredin
Section 4 with two nested models differingby a single predictor,the most recentpredictualfrom
both models togetherreproducesthe effect of conditioningon all the data. To avoid this kind of
undesirablereduction,we restrictchoices for Sn to include predictualsfrom one of the models
only.
A naive specificationof Sn would include only the n/2 most recentpredictuals,an example
which was describedin the introduction. However,this specificationperformswell only for a
limited varietyof scenarios.A betterapproachis to choose at each time point the form of Sn by
an optimalitycriterionthatis adaptiveto the precedingdatasequence. Here, we evaluatea novel
type of risk for each candidateSn and select the Sn thatminimizes this risk. As the truemodel
is unknown,we firstconsiderthe risk of using Sn undereach model.
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2. The mongrelrisk of the predictorYn+l (Sn) assumingmodel k is trueis
DEFINITION
= Ek;Sn (Yn+1 -

k {Yn+l(Sn)}

n+l)2.

(3)

The distinguishingfeatureof this risk is thatthe expectationis conditionalon Sn, not on the
full data. Let Sn denote the collection of Sn underconsiderationat time point n.
DEFINITION3. The risk profile when model k is true is the collection of mongrel risks
Pk {Yn+l (Sn)} generated by varying Sn over Sn.

Examinationof the risk profiles for all of the models allows us to comparethe relativeadequacy of the differentchoices for Sn both within and across the models. Ideally,the chosen Sn
shouldresultin a low risk for Yn+l (Sn) regardlessof which model is true. Hence one optimality
criterionfor selecting Sn is to find for each Sn the maximummongrelrisk over all of the models
and then choose the Sn that minimizes the maximalrisk. This leads to the following predictor.
4. At each time point n, the mongrelpredictorfor Yn+I is Yn+l(S[), where
DEFINITION
maxpk{Yn+1(Sn)}.
Sn = arg min
k
ESn
Sn

(4)

We have presentedhere the mongrelprocedurein its simplest form. Possible generalizations
andalternateformulationsinclude: (i) the optimalitycriterioncould invokeminimizationof some
average risk over models for each Sn ratherthan minimizationof the maximumrisk; (ii) the
expectationin (3) could be evaluatedconditional on a statistic differentfrom Sn; and (iii) the
specification that we use the Bayes predictors(given by (1)) as the predictorsto be averaged
could be relaxed, i.e., we could use instead mongrel-typepredictorsfrom each model obtained
by minimizing expected loss conditional on some statistic ratherthan on all of the data. See
Wong (2000) for a more generaldevelopment.
3. FORMULAEFOR NORMALLINEARMODELS
Implementingthe mongrel procedurerequires evaluatingthe posteriorweights in (2) and the
mongrelrisks in (3). For generalclasses of candidatemodels and forms of Sn, these evaluations
typically will be difficultto perform.However,when the candidatemodels are from the class of
normallinearmodels, the loss functionis a squarederror,and Sn is affine in Y(n), then analytic
formulaecan be derived.We give these formulaein this section.
Considerthe collection of subset linearregressionmodels
~ N
Y(n) | X(n), 3k
(X(n)Dk3k, a2I)

indexed by k, where Dk is a p x Pk matrixof zeros and ones that picks out the Pk covariates
in model k (Allen 1974) and N(a, b) denotes the normal distributionwith mean vector a and
variancematrix b. For simplicity, assume that a2 is known and equip the parametervector ?3k
with the priordistribution1rk given by
3k ~ N(bk, Fk).

The marginaldistributionfor Y(n) undermodel k aftermixing over irk is N(vk,n, 'I'k,n) where
Vk,n = Zk,(n)bk,

'k,n

=

oI

+

Zk,(n)rkZk,(n)

and Zk,(n) = X(n)Dk.

Suppose Sn is a J = J(n) vector expressedin the form
Sn = U

(Y(n) + c),

(5)
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where the n x J matrixU and the n-vector c do not dependon Y(n). Withoutloss of generality,
we assume U to be of full rank. In fact, we are interestedin Sn only for the a-field it generates.
(The constantc is includedto ensure the class Sn includespredictuals.)
From the propertiesof the multivariatenormal distributionand the fact that Sn is affine in
Y(n), if model i is true,then Sn ~ N(Ji, ES) with
i =

+ U

Zinb

,

si = aUTU

+ UT Zi,(n)riZT()U.

This resultimmediatelygives the posteriorweights throughsetting
mi(Sn) = (27r)-/2

(Sn -

l/2exp{-

S
i)}

n -

Rk,n+l)

-

)T

as the marginaldensity used to evaluate(2).
The mongrelrisks in (3) can be computedusing
K
Pi{Yn+l

(Sn)}

=

K

EEaj(Sn)ak(Sn){Ci(Rj,n+l,
j=l

,irl,i

}

k=l

-K
+

-2
ak(Sn){EiRk,n+l

+ 'k,ii

(Sn-

)

,

(6)

-k=l

where
-

k,i = (i,nZi,(n)riZi,n+l

nZk,(n)rkZk,n+l)

i,nU

(7)

is the covariancebetween Rk,n+l and Sn undermodel i,
EiRk,n+l

=

Rk,n+l)

=

Ci (Rj,n+l

Uk,n+l(Zi,(n+l)bi

-

U^+li,n+lUk,n+l

Zk,(n+l)bk),

(8)
(9)

and
(-Z
(10)
U,n+i
lkZ()-,
1).
See the Appendixfor the derivationsof (6), (8), and (9).
All of the preceding formulaein this section apply to Sn that are arbitraryaffine functions
of Y(n), i.e., for arbitrary(compatiblydimensioned) specificationsof U and c in (5). When
Sn consists of predictuals,the computationalburdencan be reduced because U and c can be
constructedusing quantitiesalreadypresented.Frominspectionof (13) in the Appendix,we see
that to include Rk,t (for any t < n) in U, we simply set (i) the first t elements in the row in U
correspondingto Rk,t to uT and the remainingelements to zeros, and (ii) c = -Zk,(n)bk.
The solution to the optimizationused to find S/ cannot be expressed in closed form. This
does not pose a difficultyin findingthe mongrelpredictor,as the solutionis determinedeasily by
searchingover the risk profiles. However,the absence of a simple analytic solution means that
the performanceof the mongrelpredictorneeds to be evaluatedby simulation.

4. SIMULATIONSTUDY
4.1. Simulationframework.
We used the following simulationframeworkto assess the forecastingperformancefor different
methods for specifying Sn. Data sequences of length 40 were generatedrandomlyfrom the
model
Yn = o70+

lXil,n + 72X2,n + En,

where Xi,n, X2,n, en were all independentstandardnormalvariables. For the base set of scenarios, we fixed y70= 1 and 71 = 0.2, while '72 was varied over the set {0, 0.2, 0.4}.
To assess the performanceof the mongrelprocedurewhen the collectionof candidatemodels
consists of two nested models only, we considered:
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* Model 1 (the "Full"model): containingthe interceptand both Xl and X2, i.e.,
Yn = o0+ 3lXl,n + f2X2,n + en;
* Model 2 (the "Xi-only" model): containingthe interceptand X1 only, i.e.,
p(1)
Yn =

+ f(1)Xi,n

+

n.

For priordistributionson the parameters,we assumedthat
(10, f3i,12)

~ N((70,71,-72), I)

and

(/(1),

(1)) ,

N(('yo,

1),I).

We consideredthree choices for ao, the priorprobabilityon the models: (1/4, 3/4), (1/2, 1/2),
(3/4, 1/4). Hence the base set includednine scenarios(threechoices for 'y2 times three choices
for ao). The collection of Sn over which we optimizedwas
S= = {R2,:JE1,...,nwhere R2,J = (R2,n-1, .

.

1},

i.e., the most recent J predictuals from Model 2. The

, R2,n-),

numberof sequences used in each scenariowas m = 5000.
To assess the performancefor a nonnestedcollection of candidatemodels, we addeda third
model,
* Model 3 (the "X2-only"model): containingthe interceptand X2 only, i.e.,
y=

(2)+

(2)X2,n+n

with the priordistribution

N((70, 72), I).

(2))

((02),

Again, we consideredthreechoices for a0: (1/3, 1/3, 1/3), (1/2, 1/6, 1/3), (1/6, 1/2, 1/3). As
before, this resultsin a set of nine scenarios.Here, the collection of Sn over which we optimized
was
Sn ={R3,J :J E 1, ..n-1
}
=
where R3,j
(R3,n-1, ... , R3,n-j) The use of S3 rather than Sn is somewhat arbitrary and

both choices yield similarperformanceresults.
Note thatin the above scenarios,all of the candidatemodels are "close"to the datagenerator
(irrespectiveof the value used for 72). In fact, the greatestseparationoccurs when 72 = 0.4 and
Model 2 is used, i.e., the worst model correspondsto one thatomits a predictorthat (conditional
on the remainingterms)has a correlationof 0.37 with the outcome. (Withunit variancesfor X2,n
and En, the correlationbetween Y and X2, conditionalon X1, is 72/V/1 + 722, which evaluates
to 0.37 when 72 = 0.4.)

To investigatethe sensitivityof the mongrelprocedureto includinga distantmodel in the set
of candidatemodels, we repeatedthe evaluationof the above scenariosbut with 71 = 0.8. With
this specification,Models 1 and 2 remainclose to the data generatoras before, but Model 3 is
relatively distantas it omits a predictorthat has a correlationof 0.60 with the outcome. Failing
to include an obviously importantvariableis an unusualchoice for a candidatemodel. However,
we have done so because in practicethis unfortunatesituationdoes occur.
Additionalsimulationswere performedto assess the sensitivityto the priorson the regression
coefficients, in particularto the use of diffuse priorsand to misspecifiedpriormeans.
The performanceof the mongrelprocedureand of BMA were comparedusing the empirical
mean squaredpredictionerror
m
MSPE

n+l - Yn+l)2.

=-(
z=1
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All computationswere performedin the "R"statisticalprogrammingenvironment.
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FIGURE2: Mongrelriskprofilesforthe first12 sequences.Thesolidlineanddashedlinesassumethatthe
"Full"and "Xi only" models are true,respectively.

4.2. Results for the 2-model case.
To illustratethe key featuresof the mongrel procedure,we present in detail the case in which
71 - 0.2 and the model list containsonly Models 1 and 2. Figure 2 gives examples of risk profiles, i.e., of how the mongrelrisk varies as a function of the numberof predictualsincluded in
Sn for predictingthe outcome at time point 25. Individualpanels correspondto each of the first
12 sequences taken from the simulationswith 72 = 0.4. The solid line obtains when Model 1
is assumed to be true and the dashed line obtains when Model 2 is assumed to be true. Note
that underModel 1, the mongrel risk tends to decrease as the numberof predictualsincreases.
This patternreflects the intuitionthatthe parameterstend to be more accuratelyestimatedwith
additionalinformationleading to more accuratepredictions.However,the decreaseis not monotonic because of stochasticity;at times, some predictualsare not merely uninformative,but are
in fact misleading. UnderModel 2, the mongrelrisk sometimesincreasesas the numberof predictuals increases because the additionalinformationidentifies the predictionerrordue to bias
(throughomitting X2) in the model. In the scenarios with 72 = 0, this patternoccurredmuch
less frequentlysince then Model 2 is unbiased(graphsnot shown).
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sample sizes.
The results with Y1= 0.8 are nearly identicalto the ones just presentedwith y71= 0.2 and
are not reproducedhere.
Figure 4 displays a modifiedboxplot of MSPE(BMA) - MSPE(Mongrel)for the individual
sequences. Within the range (-1, 1), the differences are split roughly equally between positive
andnegativedeviations.However,nearlyall of the largemagnitudedeviationsarepositive. Thus,
the mongrelprocedureseldom performssubstantiallyworse thanBMA whereasBMA performs
much worse thanthe mongrelprocedureon a meaningfulnumberof the sequences. These results
suggest that the mongrelprocedureis more robustthanBMA to atypicaldata.
4.3. Results for the 3-model case.
= 0.2 and the
Figure 5 summarizesthe comparisonof the mongrel procedureto BMA when Y71
model list contains all three models using the same format as Figure 3. The predictiveperformance of the mongrelprocedureimprovesupon BMA substantiallyacross all nine scenariosand
the gains are greaterthan in the 2-model case. In addition,the graphssuggest that these gains
extend to sample sizes largerthan40 (the maximumwe considered).
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FIGURE 4: Modified boxplot of the differencesMSPE(BMA) - MSPE(Mongrel)for the 5000 sequences.

The box encompassesthe 5th to 95th percentiles,the whiskersextend to the 1st and 99th percentiles.
Verticalbars denote values below the 1st or above the 99th percentiles.

When '71 is changedfrom 0.2 to 0.8 and the model list contains all three models, the performance of the mongrel procedurerelative to BMA changes dramatically.For very small sample
sizes (n < 10), the mongrel procedurecontinued to beat out BMA, but it quickly lost out to
BMA as the sample size increased. Moreover,the magnitudesof the differencein performance,
both when the mongrel procedurebeat or lost out to BMA, typically exceeded those seen in
Figure 5, with averagedifferencesaround0.05. As before, the performanceof the mongrelprocedure tended to improve as 72 increased. We observed that the mongrel posterior weight for
Model 3 convergedto zero very slowly in all of these scenarios. Thus, considerableweight was
being placed on a very poor model when the Bayes weights essentially had discardedthis model.
4.4. Sensitivity to priors on the model parameters.
We performedadditionalsimulationsin the 2-model case to assess sensitivity of the procedure
to the choice of prior distributionson the model parameters. For our base set, we had set the
priorvariances,Fi and I2, on the regressionparametersto be identity matricesbecause we felt
that such values reflect the typical (small to moderate) amount of prior informationavailable
in practice. When very weak priors (Pi = 251) were used, the simulationsyielded results that
were qualitativelythe same. Ourchoice of priormeans for the parametersalso may seem unduly
optimisticin that they are close to or equal the coefficients from the data-generator.In practice,
we would expect that the prior means would not match the values in the data-generator,so we
shouldconsiderotherchoices. The concernhere is thatbecause the mongrelproceduresets aside
information,it will be less adeptat compensatingfor "bad"priormeans. But what rangeof priors
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is of practicalinterest?As an arbitrarychoice thatreflectsa reasonablybadprior,we set the prior
means to be (-1, -1, -1) and (-1, -1) for Models 1 and 2, respectively.The results were that
for the larger sample sizes, now the Bayes procedureslightly beat out the mongrel procedure
when 72 = 0.4 and a0 = (0.25, 0.75) and that the gains obtainedusing the mongrelprocedure
in the otherscenariosappearedto be attenuated.However,for the smallersamplesizes, the gains
obtained using mongrel procedureincreasedconsiderably-an odd result given that the initial
concern had been that the mongrel procedurewould be misled by the bad prior. Overall, the
results suggested that the mongrelprocedureis only slightly more sensitive to bad priorsthanis
the Bayes procedure.
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5. DISCUSSION
We have proposeda new type of criteria,the mongrel risks, for selecting online predictors.The
mongrelrisk is novel in thatit combinesboth model informationandpast empiricalperformance
in evaluatingcandidatepredictors.The applicationof the mongrelrisk requiresa rule for selecting the conditioningstatisticSn. We have advocatedan adaptiveapproachto selecting Sn.
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Our simulationsshow that an adaptivemongrel approachbeats out BMA in small samples
across a practicallymeaningfulrange of data-generators(values for Y72)and prior model probabilities (values for ao). Although our results are limited in scope, they provide compelling
evidence thatundera predictivecriterionone can do betterthanalways conditioningon all of the
data, i.e. being Bayes. This is a question of quality versus quantity:When will a small number
of highly informativestatisticsperformbetterthana largernumberof less informativestatistics?
An analytictreatmentto assess the spectrumof scenarios over which the improvementsare
maintainedis desirable, but hard to obtain, since the expressions needed to assess the performance of a mongrelprocedureseem challenging.Moreover,because we aredealing strictlywith
small sampleperformance,we cannotappealto asymptoticapproximations.
Anothersettingin which the Bayes solutionloses out to a competitorin a predictivesettingis
describedby Clarke(2003). There,it is seen thatas the approximationpowerof the model list is
weakened,the performanceof BMA relativeto a cross-validationtype of model averagingcalled
stacking,deteriorates;i.e., as the data generatordeviates from the elements of a model list, it is
ever easier for stackingto beat BMA untilboth are so far wrong thatmodel averagingis no help.
The fundamentalcomponentsof an inferenceprocedureare priorinformation,data, and the
model list possibly equipped with a prior. The models provide the necessary frameworkfor
combining the informationin the prior with the informationin the data. To date, robustness
of inference procedureshas focused on sensitivity to atypical (i.e., bad) data primarilyfrom a
frequentistperspectiveor misspecificationof priorsfrom the Bayesian perspective. These two
aspectsof robustnessareopposites:If the model list is good, i.e., approximatesthe datagenerator
well, then a procedurethat puts more weight on the prior than on the data is less sensitive to
bad data but more sensitive to a bad prior. Since the mongrel procedureoften discards some
information,this makes it less sensitive to atypical data than the Bayes procedure. The gains
seen in our resultsreflect the ability of the mongrelprocedureto identify the atypicalsequences
for which the Bayes procedurehas high risk andto select a betterpredictorfor them. At the same
time, the mongrelprocedureseems to retainmost of the usual robustnessagainstchoice of prior.
This is consistentwith the view thatpriorsensitivityis less importantthanthe sensitivityto bad
data.
The situationis less clear when a high level of model uncertaintyis presentand model sensitivity to the data may be the most difficultaspect to fix. Ourresults suggest that one can only
beat Bayes when the model list is alreadyprettygood given the datagenerator.This means that
the model uncertaintyis alreadyunnaturallylow. Indeed, suppose we define the diameterof a
model list M to be
1D(M) = max d(i, j)
as i andj rangeover the models in M and d is a distancefunction. Thenthe contrastbetweenthe
two three-modelcases in Section4 suggests thatas D increasesthe degreeby which the mongrel
procedurebeats out the Bayes proceduredecreases until Bayes is betterthan the mongrel one.
Note thatthe diameteris one way to express model uncertainty.
Since the distances between the data generatorand the candidatemodels impact on how
well averagingstrategies, such as the mongrel, work, it is essential to throw out models that
are sufficientlyfar wrong. One techniqueused in BMA is to throw out seemingly bad models
based on the Bayes factorbetween a given model and the best model, i.e., the model achieving
maxk mk(y(n)) for given Y(n), and then averagingover the remainingones. This criterionis
often combinedwith an Occam'swindow argument(Madigan& Raftery1994) in which a simple
model achievinga largerposteriorprobabilitythana more complex model discreditsthe complex
model. In our limited computations,we found that applying Bayes factors to discard models
degradedthe performanceof the mongrelprocedure.Surprisingly,this usage also degradedthe
performanceof BMA in our examples. We speculate that this occurs because Bayes factors
intrinsicallyassess model fit, not predictiveaccuracy.The usual mean squaredpredictionerror,
conditionalon all of the data, is an alternativeto the Bayes factorthat we are investigatingas a
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criterionfor discardingbad models priorto applyingthe mongrelprocedure.
APPENDIX: DERIVATIONOF RELATIONS(6), (8), AND (9)
Derivation of (6): The mongrelrisk can be re-expressedas follows:

Pi{Yn+i(Sn)}

=

ak (S,)yk,n+l}

Ei;Sn Yn+1-

=

Z

K

K

K

(Rj,n+l, Rk,n+l)

j(Sn)ak(Sn)Ci;Sn

j=1 k=1
+ {Z
ak(Sn)Ei;SnRk,n+l}
k=1l

Applying the identity Ci;z(X, Y) = Ci(X, Y) - Ci(X, Z){Vi(Z)}-Ci(Z,
Rk,n+l)

Ci;sn(Rj,n+l,

= Ci(Rj,n+l,

-

Rk,n+l)

Y), we obtain

where .k,i is given by (7).
Similarly, applying the identity Ei;zY
C (Y, Z){Vi(Z)}(Z - EZ) gives
Ei;SnRk,n+l

= EiRk,n+l +
?

k,iEi-l(Sn

-

(11)

,

-j,iSi

=

EiY +

(12)

i).

Substituting(11) and (12) into the above expressionfor pi{Yn+i (Sn)} gives (6).
Derivation of (8) and (9): Under squarederrorloss and given data Y(n) at time point n, the
Bayes predictorfor Yn+l undermodel k with prior7rkis
Yk,n+l

=

Ek;Y(n) Yn+l

=

EkYn+l + Ck (Y+i,

Y(n))

VkY(n)}-

(Y(n) - EkY(n)).

The predictualarisingfrom predictingYn+i using Yk,n+l is
Rk,n+l

=

=

Yn+l

-

{Z,n+bk

+
,n

+

kn+l (Y(n+l) - Zk,(n+l)bk)

k

(n)

k,(Y(n)

-

Zk,(n)bk)

}
(13)

with U,n+1 as definedin (10). Applying expectation/covarianceoperatorsto Rk,n+l in the form
given by (13) yield (8) and (9).
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